TTP220 Topic and Presentation Assignments
5/12/10

Group 1: transit and land use
Wednesday, May 19
Light-rail transit – Elizabeth Jones
Commuter rail – Zhenying Shao
Bus rapid transit – Robert Lim
ITS applications in transit – Jia Li
Transit-oriented development – Miha Tomuta
New Urbanism – Justin Woodjack
Smart Growth – Kevin Ice

Group 2: streets and non-motorized modes
Wednesday, May 26
Thoroughfare design – Sydney Vergis
Traffic calming – Brendan Higgins
Pedestrian infrastructure and programs – Susan Ejlalmaneshan
Bicycle infrastructure and programs – Pu Chen
Social marketing – Susan Pike
e-activities – Joanna Kaufman

Group 3: highways and pricing
Wednesday, June 2
Truck-lanes and other freight solutions – Adina Boyce
Freeway management systems – Nate Roth
Signal timing strategies – Nico Linesch
HO/T Lanes – Ryan Huang
Congestion pricing – Raymond Leung
Parking pricing – Shikai Tang